
12 Days of Christmas for Lovers
Day 1 - Give your partner an extra long hug - at least 20 seconds. 

Throw in a ‘Hmmmmmm’ for extra yummy credit - if they ask why, just smile and say it’s because they are
delicious. Hugs that last for longer than 20 seconds flood our body with Oxytocin that big ‘O’ hormone that
makes us feel cuddly and relaxed after dancing the horizontal tango - do it every day to reset your system
and replenish your bond.

Day 2 - Invite your partner to go for a stroll or a walk together and ask about their day.
Listen attentively and mention something they said later in the day. 20 minutes of relaxed walking each
day gives you over 70% of the major benefits of exercise, add that to a stress-reducing opportunity to
unwind and connect, these regular investments will pay huge dividends in your emotional fitness and your
physical health.

 Day 3 - Get your partner a surprise - max $5 spend - small but thoughtful is the aim. 
Think about how you present it. Regular surprises keep us feeling young and add a sense of fun to our
relationships.  If you don’t want to become stale and boring, do something unexpected.  By the way, if your
partner’s love language is gifts - presentation is important - try wrapping your gift extra nicely with a bow,
or deliver it to work… a single red rose will set curious tongues wagging and make your partner glow.

Day 4 - Flirt with your partner in public. 
Try your cheekiest ‘pick up’ line to see if you can make them laugh. Flirting is one of the simplest
pleasures of the dating, honeymoon period and for too many couples it is ditched once the
relationship feels secure.   But we all want to feel desired and adored - if you want to keep love and
passion alive you should keep playing this delicious game. Flirting preps us for arousal and reduces
our chances of receiving a cold shoulder in the boudoir.

Day 5 - Give your partner loving touch that suits them. 
Massage their feet, their hands, gently stroke their hand or head while you sit together.
Touch helps us feel connected, safe and more alive.   Touch from someone we love literally
helps us live longer and protects us from depression and anxiety.   If you are out of the
practice of touching each other, start slowly and rediscover what feels ok, great and even
mind-blowing.

Day 6 - Take your partner on a date. 
You organise the babysitter. Then tell your partner why you were first
attracted to them and/or what made you want to be with them.
Reminiscing is golden - it’s a quick shortcut to an emotional high. During
the falling-in-love stage of the relationship our bodies are flooded with a
neurotransmitter called Phenylethylamine (PEA) which is what your brain
produces if you smoke crack.  It makes us a bit obsessive about our partner
and helps us imprint key moments. Sharing these memories will give you a
rush of endorphins that will make you feel fantastic.  As you recall the
wonder of falling in love with your partner, you’ll get to enjoy this totally
legal and healthy high together.
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12 Days of Christmas for Lovers
Day 7 - Send them a loving, flirty text - let them know you are thinking of them.

One of the best things about technology is the ability to reach across time and space to connect with those
we love.   Send a special, surprising message and leave your lover longing for more - pitch towards what
they like - not everyone loves eggplant emoji’s!

Day 8 - When you get into bed - snuggle up to them and kiss their neck.  
Just hold them till they respond - or fall asleep - either response is fine. For some of us bedtime is a time for
rest and others a time to play.   A close cuddle connection and a little invitation gives your partner the
chance to be the boss.  If the home fires have not been stoked for a while your partner may need to enjoy
the feel of your restrained desire, for a night or two . . .
 

 Day 9 - Take your partner shopping for something sexy, gorgeous, frivolous. 
Let them model it - be super affirming - actually buying it is optional.Shopping can be an opportunity for
your imagination to run wild, but when we’re shopping to please our partner, what we most want is an
audience.  Men and women both want to feel sexy, desirable and be ogled at by their partner.  Turn up the
heat - it will make shopping way more fun - and less expensive.

Day 10 - Do one of the grotty household chores your partner normally does. 
Do it in secret, do it amazingly well.  Later tell your partner how much you appreciate how they do
this thing for you and the whole family. This one may not seem super sexy, but often we take for
granted the secret ways our partner serves us.   Taking the time to discover this can take an
unexpected load off our partner, and help us appreciate the real cost of their love.  It also makes our
appreciation of them more sincere and meaningful.

Day 11 - Find a song or poem that reminds you of your lover, send it to them. 
Send it to them at work and then have it playing when they come home. Lots of couples have
‘a song’, if you don’t, then find one.  Music bypasses the logical brain and touches the heart.
If poetry is not your scene explore it more - borrow the wordsmith’s silver tongue - E.E.
Cummings is a good place for lovers to start.

Day 12 - Organise a love date. 
Farm the kids out - or book a hotel - light candles, bring chocolate, massage
oil. Adore and enjoy every part of your partner’s body - take it
sloooowwww! Take a risk and put yourself out there.  We want to take risks
to experience a reward - the 12 days of Christmas will warm you and your
lover up for a night or weekend of adult play.   Lovemaking is the
intentional act of pursuing pleasure with your lover. Enjoy - literally in joy.

Add a little bit of body textAdd a little bit of body text
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